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Historical backgrounf of p+ imagingHistorical backgrounf of p+ imaging

In 1963 …

It is important to say that, at this time, …

But due to the fast progress in X-Rays techniques

Nevertheless, today, because of …

Because it would improve ttt accuracy
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EffectivelyEffectively

The major interest of using p+ is that It deposit the most of his energy at the end of 

his range � it is the so called Bragg Peak

Accordingly, there is No Dose after Bragg Peak, and it allows to sparing tissues 

beyond BP

With the poor lateral penumbra, it is also possible to spare tissues lateral to the 

beam

These characteristics of p+ lead to a High Conformality ttt
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But the key issue is « the more precise a ttt is, the more important is the QC »But the key issue is « the more precise a ttt is, the more important is the QC »

And we need to know precisely
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Now, we well focus on the clinical interests of p+ imagingNow, we well focus on the clinical interests of p+ imaging

Firslty in diagnostic

And secondly in therapy
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Protons/matter and photons/matter interactions are quite differentsProtons/matter and photons/matter interactions are quite differents

And thus proton imaging give us a different kind of information : a loss of E in matter 

of protons

The advantages of p+ relative to photons are :

His high density resolution 

As we can see on this proton radiography, there is a high contraste on noise ratio 

between 2 nearby density region

The second advantage is the very low dose to the patient, because of the high 

detection efficiency of a charged particle

The principal drawbacks relative to photons is the poor spatial resolution due to 

numerous small angle deflections with nuclei (or multiple Coulomb Scattering)
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And now, we will see the clinical interests and expectations for therapyAnd now, we will see the clinical interests and expectations for therapy
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The first interest would be the Stopping power map determination for ttt 

planification

The first interest would be the Stopping power map determination for ttt 

planification

Todays, we use a X-CT map for 1) 2) 3) 4)

But, because we use a X-CT, in each voxel we measure a CT number NCT and we 

need a calibration step to conversion of NCT toward protons Stopping Powers

The issue is that the conversion isn’t exact

the physical interactions of photons are quite different for protons

and it leads to systematic errors …

In conclusion, we need to … and we lose a …
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Because of this calibration step, there is an incomplete modelling of proton physical 

interaction with matter : 

Because of this calibration step, there is an incomplete modelling of proton physical 

interaction with matter : 

an incomplete modelling of …

id …

id …

and inacurracies in S/ro estimation

therefore, this incomplete modelling leads to significant deviations …

The interest of a pCT is that it could give a more accurate estimation of S/ro

We expect a reduction of range uncertainties from 3 to 10 mm to 3 to 1 mm

and therefore a reduction of safety margins
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An other benefit for ttt planification is the improvement of image qualityAn other benefit for ttt planification is the improvement of image quality

The Higher constrast in soft tissue offers a high precision in soft tissue 

delineation

And the high Z material artefacts are avoided, and therefore there is no lost 

information around this type of materials
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The second potential benefit of proton imaging is the proton range verificationThe second potential benefit of proton imaging is the proton range verification

If we check that the measured range and calculated range outside of the patient are 

accordingly

It would provide an indirect verification of dose deposited by stopped p+ in the 

patient

It leads to a decrease of p+ range uncertainties
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In fact, the range verification allowsIn fact, the range verification allows

a check of TPS calculation, meaning the X-CT calibration

a precise measurement of safety margins for each ttt field

a check of target volume position before irradiation
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These distal protection would be impossible for ions because of the fragments 

beyond Bragg Peak

These distal protection would be impossible for ions because of the fragments 

beyond Bragg Peak
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Difficultés faire un Arc avec un bras isocentrique p+Difficultés faire un Arc avec un bras isocentrique p+
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Difficultés faire un Arc avec un bras isocentrique p+Difficultés faire un Arc avec un bras isocentrique p+

Même algo pour calculr d ttt que pour calculer im drr
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The more interesting system and the more easiest is the pCT or pCBCT ?The more interesting system and the more easiest is the pCT or pCBCT ?

Wath kind of proton computed tomography : classical one, CBCT, or an other system ? 

Knowing existing facilities
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We have to consider the « actuelle » limitations of p+ imagingWe have to consider the « actuelle » limitations of p+ imaging

Adapted for passive scattering as for active scattering

Has to be
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